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ABSTRACT
As India is a developing country it is very important to promote and encourage entrepreneurial activities and
startups among students to contribute and build strong economy of the nation. There is a direct relationship
between the number of startups, enterprises set up and the economic development of a country. Everyone including
government, persons from industries, academicians, technocrats etc. have started recognizing the importance of
promoting setup of new enterprises and startups in social and economic growth as well as generation of
employment. Further the students especially from science and technology background has significant contribution
in developing technologies that can be developed into products and foster the economic need of society. Therefore,
it is required to encourage more and more students to develop and start their own startups. Nurturing
entrepreneurship skills in students right in the beginning can help them to develop strong entrepreneurial mindset
and inexorable power to think, take decisions, identify opportunities and develop skillset to become entrepreneurs
of tomorrow.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The role of faculty at higher education level is not only to impart knowledge to the students bur also to
imbibe skillset in the students so as they are able to succeed in the complex rapidly changing world of
today. One of the important skillset which can be developed or taught to the students is entrepreneurship
skills. Generally, it is observed that the young students are very bright and they are bubbling with new
and fresh innovative ideas. Once equipped with entrepreneurial mindset as a part of education will give
students orientation for creative thinking, thinking out of the box solution to establish startups and
develop new innovative ideas [1-4].
It is a common misunderstanding that entrepreneurship means establishing a business setup. And many
times during entrepreneurship workshops or training programs students do ask “why do you want me
to do business, I don’t want to start company”, but actually entrepreneurship does not mean that you
have to start a business if you learn entrepreneurial skills. In real entrepreneurship is the way of living,
it is a behavior, attitude or a mindset, and a behavior can always be learned or unlearned.
Entrepreneurial behavior enhance the value of knowledge, by developing a creative thinking among the
students and developing a creative thinking in him to convert his knowledge in to real life practical
solutions. Key entrepreneurial skills are shown in figure 1. An entrepreneur must have abilities such as
taking initiative, problem-solving, flexibility, adaptability, self-awareness, and resilience. It is the high
time to recognize the importance of imparting these skills to the students. Students can be made to
acquire these skills by attending events, courses, workshops, and training programs which impart
entrepreneurship skills.
It is very important to impart these entrepreneurial skills to the students in early age of education.
Because as early they acquire these skills better equipped they will be to take right decisions in their
future life.
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Figure 1 Key entrepreneurial skills

II.

ROLE OF HIGHER EDUCATION
SKILLS

IN

NURTURING ENTREPRENEURSHIP

Entrepreneurial skills, as a part of life skills, can be inculcated from various dimensions but the best
way is through educational institutions. Educators and faculty members can help motivate students to
grow with an enterprising spirit so that they can accept new challenges, find opportunities, develop
management capability, and overcome external/internal barriers within the business environment. An
educator has an important role to develop and prepare the students with entrepreneurial mindset so that
they are ready to take up the challenges with their newly acquired entrepreneurial skillset
The most important thing which needs to be incorporated in curriculum to develop entrepreneurial
mindset in students is to make the teaching learning methodology more participative in nature, students
should be able to see value in the topics being taught to them. Further the teaching should involve more
of quizzes, case studies, simulation games, group discussions etc. educator must include practical
approach how developing entrepreneurial mindset will help in strengthening the economy of country.
Incorporating such techniques will not only increase the interest of the students but will also develop
required skill set in him in natural learning process. Similarly in this process the faculty teaching
entrepreneurial mindset will also learn entrepreneurial behavior.
Entrepreneurially minded people are blessed with the unique ability to
Identify an idea or an opportunity, evaluate it, and exploit as shown in figure 2 as already discussed
entrepreneurial mindset is a behavior ,once acquired the people with entrepreneurial mindset will use
it in every sphere of life, may it be social, economic or any other place.
Building entrepreneurship skills include imparting a mix of technical skills, management skills, and
personal maturity skills – such as self-awareness, accountability, creativity and emotional stability – all
of which equips students with the ability to take risks, and become innovative, change-oriented, and
persistent individuals. Developing the right set of entrepreneurship skills help students recognize the
social and economic opportunities and act upon them, thus maximizing their chance for experiential
learning [5-7].
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Figure 2 Idea recognition process

Developing entrepreneurship skills means exposing students to real-life business situations and risks
and teaching them to analyze them.
 By encouraging participation in case studies, workshops and industry projects, students can be
equipped with the knowledge to relate theoretical concepts and content with real business
challenges.
 Guest lectures from industry experts and professionals can help students have an engaging
industry-oriented session and add practical insight into the course content.
 Educational institutions can aid students in business/product launches by working in tandem
with aspiring graduates and helping them get funds and research to build their business ideas.
 Also, international exchange programs at educational institutions expose students to varied
cultures and professional backgrounds, allowing them to understand business operations from
a global perspective.

III.

RESULT AND DISCUSSIONS

The role of universities and their courses in building entrepreneurship skills is inevitable. Once the
student has developed entrepreneurial mindset it will help him in every walk of his life. Indeed, a
college/university environment can provide students with all the resources and research information to
bring their ideas to life and most importantly can give access to experts in a variety of fields.
Entrepreneurship curriculum should aim to bridges the gap between theory and practice. A basic
knowledge of financial management along with a specialization in entrepreneurship equips and makes
students ready not only for the information that pertains to launching a business but also having insight
of all other necessary things required to keep the business up and running. The role of educator is to
provide students with the cutting-edge of complete knowledge. The aim is to develop entrepreneurs of
tomorrow with globally acceptable competence and actionable intelligence.

IV.

CONCLUSION

The role of educators and educational institutes is very important in nurturing entrepreneurial skills in
students. Entrepreneurial thinking is way of living, an approach to look at the things and happens over
time. Therefore, the educator needs to develop teaching models that focus on discovery, evaluation,
and/or exploitation of an opportunity. Further, entrepreneurship is about value creation where the most
valuable design opportunity is grounded at the overlap of customer desirability i.e. whether the customer
need this? Is there any market for the product, is technology existing to achieve the proposed idea, and
business viability, whether one should go ahead with the proposition.
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